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Abstract. Our work focuses on unsupervised and generative methods that ad-
dress the following goals: (a) learning unsupervised generative representations
that discover latent factors controlling image semantic attributes, (b) studying
how this ability to control attributes formally relates to the issue of latent factor
disentanglement, clarifying related but dissimilar concepts that had been con-
founded in the past, and (c) developing anomaly detection methods that leverage
representations learned in (a).
For (a) we propose a network architecture that exploits the combination of mul-
tiscale generative models with mutual information (MI) maximization. For (b),
we derive an analytical result (Lemma 1) that brings clarity to two related but
distinct concepts: the ability of generative networks to control semantic attributes
of images they generate, resulting from MI maximization, and the ability to dis-
entangle latent space representations, obtained via total correlation minimization.
More specifically, we demonstrate that maximizing semantic attribute control en-
courages disentanglement of latent factors. Using Lemma 1 and adopting MI in
our loss function, we then show empirically that, for image generation tasks, the
proposed approach exhibits superior performance as measured in the quality and
disentanglement trade space, when compared to other state of the art methods,
with quality assessed via the Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID), and disentangle-
ment via mutual information gap. For (c), we design several systems for anomaly
detection exploiting representations learned in (a), and demonstrate their perfor-
mance benefits when compared to state-of-the-art generative and discriminative
algorithms. The above contributions in representation learning have potential ap-
plications in addressing other important problems in computer vision, such as
bias and privacy in AI.
Keywords: Deep learning · Image Synthesis · Representation Learning
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1 Introduction
Motivations and Goals
There has been unsurpassed success in the application of deep learning (DL) in
several areas of visual analysis, computer vision, natural language processing and med-
ical imaging [26]. The transformative contribution of DL to artificial intelligence (AI),
principally in discriminative models for supervised learning, has mostly hinged on the
availability of large training datasets such as ImageNet [33]. Open problems still remain
in DL, especially in unsupervised learning, inference on out-of-training-distribution test
samples, domain shift, and also in discriminative tasks where data is not easily obtained
or when manual labeling is impractical or prohibitively onerous. Generative models
– with their ability to generate data similar to a given dataset and efficient represen-
tations of this data – may assist in addressing some of these challenges. Considering
these challenges, the ability to generate images with good quality and diversity at high
resolution and to allow the unsupervised discovery and control of individual semantic
images attributes via latent space factors are of paramount importance, and are the main
aims motivating our study. These goals are also extended here to applying these learned
representations to the practical task of anomaly detection.
Generative methods – broadly speaking – learn to sample from the underlying train-
ing data distribution so as to generate novel, fake samples that are visually or sta-
tistically indistinguishable from the underlying training data. A simple taxonomy of
generative models includes: generative adversarial networks (GANs) [12, 34], autoen-
coders/variational autoencoders (VAEs) [21], and, used to a lesser extent in comparison
to the aforementioned ones, generative autoregressive models in [31], invertible flow
based latent vector models in [22], or hybrids of the above models as in [14].
Prior Work
Prior and recent research in generative models addressing some of our aims and
inspiring our work are organized below along the following areas:
High Resolution GAN Approaches
A goal of GANs has been to achieve good quality image generation for high resolu-
tion images. Despite sustained research in GANs, only relatively recently have GANs
been able to generate images at somewhat high resolutions (greater than 256 by 256
pixels). Examples of methods that achieve such results include ProGAN [17], BigGAN
[6], and COCO-GAN [25]. For example, BigGAN relied on SAGAN [37] as a baseline
(self attention GANs) and used large batch sizes to improve performance (multiplying
batch size by a factor of 8 leads to over 40% increase in inception score over other state
of the art algorithms). That study also noted that larger networks had a comparable pos-
itive effect, and so did the usage of the truncation trick (i.e., for the generator, sampling
from a standard normal distribution in training while sampling instead from a truncated
normal distribution in inference, where samples that are above a certain threshold are
re-sampled). Truncating with a lower threshold allowed control of the trade-off between
higher fidelity and lower diversity.
Unfortunately, while many best of breed generative approaches made progress in
terms of visual quality and high resolutions, these methods cannot be directly used for
semantic attribute control, which is one of our goals in this paper.
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Style Transfer
StyleGAN [18] has been very successful at addressing the generation of high di-
mensional images (1024 by 1024) and is an extension of ProGAN, which was based on
progressively growing the encoder and decoder/discriminator in GAN networks. Some
of the specific novel features in [18] consisted of injecting noise at every scale resolu-
tion of the decoder, and of using a fully connected (FC) network that mapped a latent
vector Z into a 512-length intermediate latent vector W . This so called ’style’ vector
had incidence on the generation of images throughout multiple scales and was used
to influence some attributes of the image (at the low scale coarse attributes like skin
tone and at the higher scale fine attributes like hair). An updated version of StyleGAN
[19], StyleGAN2, introduced architectural improvements, along with an improved back
projection method for mapping images to latent spaces.
While both methods successfully allowed for using multiple style vectors at differ-
ent scales as a natural extension, the resulting images may have included undesirable
attributes from the original base images. These methods therefore did not allow for di-
rectly controlling specific semantic image attributes and, consequently, unsupervised
discovery of consistent semantic attributes. In contrast, the approach we seek strives for
the discovery, control and isolation of desirable attributes from spurious attributes for
complex imagery.
Information Theoretic Approaches
In [9], InfoGAN made use for the first time of the principle of maximizing the mu-
tual information I(C; Xˆ) between a semantic latent vector C and the generated image
Xˆ , where C is a semantic component of the latent vector representation Z = (Z ′, C),
with Z ′ being a noise vector. This process was originally set up to achieve disentan-
glement in latent factors between different scales. Experiments exemplified various de-
grees of agreement between such factors and semantic attributes. However, as our study
should demonstrate, the mutual information principle actually promotes the control of
attributes in images, but true disentanglement is not always achieved via this maximiza-
tion of mutual information. Indeed, the results in [9] suggested various degree of success
and consistency between the ability of the network to actually control and disentangle.
Instead, in our view, the concept of disentanglement was appropriately defined in
[8] as the process of finding latent factors that satisfy minimum total correlation, de-
fined by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the vector’s joint distribution and the
product of its marginal components. Despite this contribution, the concepts of control
and disentanglement have remained used interchangeably and are often confused with
each other in recent literature. In this study, we adopt this definition and help bring or-
der by formally demonstrating how this concept relates to the concept of control and
maximization of mutual information.
Generative Methods for Anomaly Detection
Our goal (c) strives to demonstrate the utility of disentangled representations for
an important machine learning task, specifically, anomaly detection. Related to this is
past work that have used DL discriminative and generative model representation learn-
ing for anomaly detection. While DL-based anomaly detection schemes initially used
discriminative representations – e.g. [11] – where deep belief networks were combined
with statistical methods, more recent methods that made use of generative represen-
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tation learning include [2, 35, 10, 36, 27, 13, 20, 1, 30, 24, 5, 16]. Generally these
exploit two main strategies: i) using cyclic reconstruction error in the image space as an
anomaly detection metric or ii) directly using the GAN discriminator. These two tech-
niques were employed for pixel based anomaly detection in [35] and for image based
anomaly detection in [36] and [10]. Another approach used metrics of reconstruction
in latent/code space and is embodied in the work of [2] The method in [2] was later
extended to include skip connections [3]. However those methods did not probe the use
of generative models that had ability for large resolution image generation and allowed
disentanglement, as is done here. Recently, [7] found that most generative approaches
fell short of using discriminative embeddings. We consequently focus on comparing to
these discriminative models as the state of the art.
Novel contributions
When compared to prior work, the novel contributions of this work are as follows:
1. For the first time (to the best of our knowledge), the disentanglement of image
attributes and the unsupervised discovery of such attributes are considered.
2. We propose a novel approach relying on the combination of mutual information
maximization with multiscale GANs.
3. We bring clarity to the concepts of semantic control and disentanglement, demon-
strating that there is a connection between mutual information maximization and
total correlation minimization, i.e., between the concepts of attribute control and
disentanglement: we demonstrate in Lemma 1 that maximizing semantic attribute
control encourages the minimizing of entanglement for latent factors.
4. We show empirically that the proposed approach results in high resolution gener-
ation with the ability for unsupervised discovery of latent codes that help control
specific semantic image attributes.
5. We develop several methods using the proposed generative architectures, used for
representation learning, for the end task of anomaly detection. We then demonstrate
empirically the resulting performance benefits when compared to other state of the
art discriminative methods.
2 Approach
The next subsections present our approach including: details on representation learning
via our proposed architecture (InfoStyleGAN) in subsection 2.1 and the loss function
design and analysis in subsection 2.2.
2.1 Definitions of Attribute Control, Disentanglement, Architecture and Loss
Functions
We now discuss the concepts of attribute control and disentanglement. Consider first
the architecture used here which is depicted in Figure 1 and borrows some of the GAN
components in StyleGAN [18], including a multiscale generator Xˆ = G(Z) and a
discriminator D.
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Fig. 1: Our proposed multi-scale generator and discriminator architecture: The latent code in Z
is split into noise terms Z′ and semantically relevant variables C. Sample (z′, c) is fed into a
mapping network and a mutual information maximizing loss is used between latent and output
generated image, combined with a conditional loss and traditional GAN adversarial loss. The
pathways for the information Q auxiliary network are shown in dotted green while the pathways
for anomaly detection via representation and OCSVM and LOF are shown in dashed yellow.
Since we seek to learn latent space representations that relate to generated image
attributes, for attribute discovery and control, the latent vector Z = (Z ′, C) is decom-
posed into a standard Gaussian noise vector Z ′ and a latent vector componentC (hence-
forth called the latent factors) with distribution p(C), where C and Z ′ are independent
of each other.
We define the concept of disentanglement as the minimization of the total decorre-
lation between the different latent factors C, while the faculty for discovery and control
of semantic image attributes is defined via the maximization of mutual information be-
tween the latent factors and the generated image. The latter concept is explicitly used in
our considered loss function. We will demonstrate analytically that the former concept
of total correlation minimization is implied – under certain conditions – from the latter
principle of mutual information maximization.
Control via maximization of mutual information (MI): The maximization of the
mutual information I(C;G(Z ′, C)) between the semantic vector C and the observation
Xˆ = G(Z ′, C) is used as a means of discovering the factors of variations in images and
forcing the coupling the vector C to the different factors of variations in the images X
in the dataset. Since MI computation is complicated by the fact it entails knowing the
posterior p(C|Xˆ), one can instead, as in InfoGAN in [9], employ an auxiliary distribu-
tion Q(C|Xˆ) that approximates this posterior and that can be selected to maximize the
resulting MI measure.
Disentanglement via minimization of total correlation: Although [9] introduced an
auxiliary loss to maximize the MI between C = (C1, C2, . . . , CL), where each Ci
can be governed by a different distribution, and Xˆ = G(Z ′, C), where Z ′ is an ad-
ditional noise vector, there is no explicit objective for controlling a diverse set of im-
age attributes. For example, even with the independence implementation on the prior
p(C) =
∏
i p(Ci), in [9], all semantically relevant variables could only seemingly af-
fect the skin in faces, with different variables focusing on skin tone, skin texture, glare
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on the skin, etc. In effect, despite being sampled as independent, the effect between indi-
vidual variables on the image are highly correlated. Consequently, a desirable end goal
for disentanglement is that knowledge of one latent factor from the image does not af-
fect the knowledge of other latent factors; i.e., having p(C|Xˆ = xˆ) =∏i p(Ci|Xˆ = xˆ)
or conditional independence of the true posterior of the latent factors given a realization
Xˆ = xˆ of the generated image. This is equivalent to having TC(C|Xˆ = xˆ) = 0, where
TC(·|Xˆ = xˆ) is the total correlation [8] given Xˆ = xˆ, defined as the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence, denoted byDKL(·‖·), between the conditional joint distribution given
Xˆ = xˆ and the product of the conditional marginal distributions given Xˆ = xˆ:
TC(C|Xˆ = xˆ) = DKL
(
p(C|Xˆ = xˆ)
∥∥∥∏
i
p(Ci|Xˆ = xˆ))
)
.
We will argue that the previous two concepts are connected to each other as shown
in Lemma 1. Indeed, under certain assumptions, MI maximization constrains down
the total correlation. Therefore only such constraint, namely the MI constraint, will be
considered henceforth.
2.2 Loss Function
The loss function is comprised of two parts: the adversarial loss V (D,G) for the gen-
erator G and discriminator D as well as the lower bound Linfo(G, Q) on the mutual
information
V (D,G) = EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(log(1−D(Xˆ))) + EX(log(D(X))) (1)
Linfo(G, Q) = EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(log(Q(C|Xˆ))− log p(C)) (2)
where E(·) denotes the expectation operator, Q denotes the auxiliary network refer-
enced earlier, and 0 ≤ D(·) ≤ 1. Note that we abused the notation in Xˆ ∼ G(Z ′, C)
to denote the conditional distribution p(Xˆ|C) given C (this conditional distribution is
intrinsically determined by the distribution of Z ′ and the Gaussian noise maps). The
optimization problem consists then of determining the triplet (D,G, Q) that achieves:
min
G,Q
max
D
V (D,G)− βLinfo(G, Q) (3)
where coefficient β ≥ 0 is a hyper-parameter.
Monte Carlo estimates of V (D,G) and Linfo(G, Q), V˜ (D, Q) and L˜info(G, Q) re-
spectively, are used for realizing a tractable optimization. Using a batch sizeB, {z′(l), c′(l)}Bl=1
is sampled from Z, as Z is explicitly defined beforehand, and then fed into the genera-
tor to produce the fake image xˆ(l) = G(z′(l), c′(l)) B times, as well as the real images
x(l) being sampled B times. The estimates for the losses are thus given by:
V˜ (D,G) = 1
B
B∑
l=1
(log(1−D(xˆ(l))) + log(D(x(l))), (4)
L˜info(G, Q) = 1
B
B∑
l=1
(log(Q(c′(l)|xˆ(l)))− log p(c′(l))). (5)
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For nomenclature, we refer to InfoGAN as disabling styles and setting β = 1,
StyleGAN as having styles and β = 0, InfoStyleGAN as having styles and β = 1, and
InfoStyleGAN-Discrete as InfoStyleGAN with C only containing discrete variables.
3 Relating Attribute Control and Disentaglement
We next show that the choice of the mean field encoder, i.e., usingQ(C|Xˆ) =∏iQ(Ci|Xˆ),
for optimizing the mutual information (as used in [9]) contributes to forcing the total
correlation to zero.
Lemma 1. Assume that eachCi is discrete for i = 1, . . . , L (hence I(C; Xˆ) is bounded
from above) and that Q(C|Xˆ) =∏iQ(Ci|Xˆ). When Linfo → I(C; Xˆ), then
TC(C|Xˆ)→ 0
almost everywhere in Xˆ , where TC(C|Xˆ) is the total correlation in C given Xˆ .
Proof. First, recall the derivation of the InfoGAN objective from [9]:
I(C; Xˆ) = −H(C|Xˆ) +H(C) (6)
= EXˆ [EC′∼p(C|Xˆ)(log p(C
′|Xˆ))] +H(C) (7)
= EXˆ [DKL(p(C|Xˆ)‖Q(C|Xˆ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
+EC′∼p(C|Xˆ)(logQ(C
′|Xˆ))] +H(C) (8)
≥ EXˆ [EC′∼p(C|Xˆ)(logQ(C ′|Xˆ))] +H(C) (9)
= EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(logQ(C|Xˆ)) +H(C)
= Linfo (10)
where H(·) and H(·|·) denote entropy and conditional entropy, respectively. Note that
H(C) =
∑
iH(Ci) as we assume the prior to the generative model factorizes indepen-
dently.
Starting from (7), we can decompose the logarithmic term for each individual Ci to
get:
I(C; Xˆ) = EXˆ
[
EC′∼p(C|Xˆ)
(
log
p(C ′|Xˆ)∏
i p(C
′
i|Xˆ)
)]
+
∑
i
(
EXˆ [EC′i∼p(Ci|Xˆ)(log p(C
′
i|Xˆ))] +H(Ci)
)
(11)
= EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(TC(C|Xˆ)) +
∑
i
I(Ci; Xˆ). (12)
Now, purely maximizing the mutual information with respect to all variables could
also increase the total correlation of the posterior p(C|Xˆ) of a fake image Xˆ , implying
that the factors given the image are more entangled, which is undesirable. Thus, we de-
sire a low total correlation TC and high mutual information I between Xˆ , the generated
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image, and each variable Ci individually, which we argue that the original InfoGAN
objective implicitly satisfies for discrete (finite-valued) variables.
Indeed, we can lower bound each individual I(Ci; Xˆ) term in (12) via the same
method as in (9): we have
H(C) ≥ I(C; Xˆ) (13)
≥ I(C; Xˆ)− EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(TC(C|Xˆ)) (14)
=
∑
i
I(Ci; Xˆ) (15)
≥
∑
i
(
EXˆ [ECi∼p(Ci|Xˆ)(logQ(Ci|Xˆ))] +H(Ci)
)
(16)
= EC∼p(C),Xˆ∼G(Z′,C)(logQ(C|Xˆ)) +H(C) = Linfo (17)
where (15) holds by (12), (16) follows from (9) applied to each I(Ci; Xˆ) term. The
equality before last is due to our assumption of a mean field encoder and the fact that
p(C) =
∏
i p(Ci).
Thus, when Linfo → I(C; Xˆ), the two inequalities in (14) and (16) become tight, in
turn implying that Q(C|Xˆ)→ p(C|Xˆ) and that TC(C|Xˆ)→ 0 almost everywhere in
Xˆ . uunionsq
As explained earlier, while this lemma only applies when C is a discrete random
vector, it nevertheless provides useful insights regarding the connection between MI
maximization and total correlation minimization, and between the concepts of attribute
control and disentanglement, which had been conflated in past literature, by demonstrat-
ing that maximizing semantic attribute control encourages minimizing entanglement of
latent factors. It shows however that while connected, these two concepts are formally
not equivalent. Furthermore, the direction of this relationship, namely that control en-
courages disentanglement and not the other way around, motivates our choice of using
MI rather than TC in our loss function for the rest of the study.
.
4 Application to Anomaly Detection
Given our lemma and architecture above, the discriminator may learn a representation
of the image not only in the auxiliary network but in layers used for discriminating
real versus fake. This is due to using shared weights for both the auxiliary network
and the discriminator, encouraging the discriminator to learn a mapping that includes
potentially semantic information.
Using InfoStyleGAN trained on a subset of each dataset, we then extract the raw
vector output by the discriminator at the end of: (a.) the auxiliary network Q, with
dimensions depending on how C is implemented (b.) the last convolutional layer in the
discriminator network of dimensions 512 by 4 by 4, and (c.) the last dense layer in the
discriminator network, typically of dimension 512.
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For nomenclature, the acronyms consisting of these different possibilities for rep-
resentations and discriminative use of GANs for anomaly detection are described in
Table 3. We whiten these embeddings using PCA and keep all components for the best
performance. We then use these representations as embeddings for two anomaly de-
tection methods, including one done via one-class support vector machine (OCSVM)
and the other via local outlier factor (LOF). One-class support vector machines learn a
hypersphere on the data given such that the radius containing most of the data is mini-
mized. LOFs compare a given point to its nearest neighbors, and if the density around
the given point is less than those of its neighbors, then it is categorized as an outlier.
As an alternative, we also test using embeddings output from two networks: the
average pooling layer from an Inception network pre-trained to classify 1000 categories
of objects from Imagenet, and the global representation from an Deep InfoMax (DIM)
network. Deep InfoMax [4] is trained via a contrastive loss to maximize the similarity
between two different views of the same image, whilst minimizing the similarity with
all other representations from different images. Consequently, it should learn as unique
of representation as possible with respect to factors invariant to the differences in the
view. Note that as both of these networks were pre-trained on the entirety of ImageNet,
they can leverage the extra data to output more unique representations when compared
to our methods.
5 Experiments
5.1 Data
The datasets herein used are the public domain CelebA [28], a dataset of celebrity faces
over 200,000 images, and Stanford Cars [23], containing around 16,000 images.
CelebA: CelebA consists of over 200,000 celebrity faces with various attributes such
as gender and age. These images are 218 by 178 pixels, and to preprocess them, we take
a 128 by 128 crop with the center (121, 89).
Stanford Cars: This dataset contains 16,151 images of vehicles of different makes,
models, and years. For preprocessing, we use the same preprocessing that [18] used for
LSUN Cars on this dataset, targeting a resolution of 512 by 384 pixels. First, we crop
height to match the correct aspect ratio, ignoring any images that require upsampling.
We then resize to 512 by 384 pixels, and then pad this image to a 512 by 512 image.
For disentanglement experiments, we use the full dataset in all cases to cover ev-
ery potential semantic attribute of the dataset. For anomaly detection experiments, we
use the following classes as inliers and outliers: male celebrities as inliers and female
celebrities as outliers for CelebA, and small vehicles (compacts/sedans) as inliers and
large vehicles (trucks/vans) as outliers for Stanford Cars.
5.2 Additional Implementation Details
We adopt the basic settings of the implementation from [18] for all datasets. However,
mixing is turned off, as it was found that mixing the styles reduces disentanglement.
Moreover, as we are focused on reconstructing the initial vector used to create the style
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Table 1: Quality of generated images: This table demonstrates that adding disentanglement prop-
erties does not negatively impact visual performance (FID). Best FID found during training for
various architectures including InfoStyleGAN, with standard deviations taken over five estimates
of the metric.
Models CelebA Stanford Cars
InfoGAN 9.91 (±0.06) †
StyleGAN 9.08 (±0.10) 21.35 (±2.01)
InfoStyleGAN 9.90 (±0.07) 23.52 (±1.97)
InfoStyleGAN-Discrete 14.3 (±0.05) †
WGAN GP* 30.0 †
BEGAN* 38.9 †
DRAGAN* 42.3 †
COCO-GAN* 4.2 †
vector, introducing additional style vectors during generation would cause the infor-
mation loss term to become ambiguous. For computational efficiency, we append Q to
D as in Figure 1 similar to [9]. For CelebA, we use a 512 dimension latent code for
(Z ′, C), with C consisting of seven discrete Bernoulli variables, one discrete categor-
ical variable of dimension 3, and ten continuous uniform variables. For Stanford Cars,
we use a 512 dimension latent code for (Z ′, C), with C consisting of 20 continuous
uniform variables. For implementing Q(C|Xˆ), we use logits for each of the discrete
variables, and treat the posterior distribution of the continuous uniform variables as
Gaussian N (µ(Xˆ), σ2(Xˆ)) with mean µ(Xˆ) and variance σ2(Xˆ).
Specifically for anomaly detection, we train each GAN on a dataset comprising of
solely images in the inlier class and take a subsampling for training OCSVM or LOF.
We then test on a balanced test set for both inliers and outliers for each dataset. Each set
of representations was normalized, as well as fed through PCA using whitened com-
ponents. All generative models and Deep InfoMax were found to perform best when
all components are used, whereas Inception V3 performs best when 1,024 components
were used. These standardized representations were then used to train the OCSVM/LOF
model.
5.3 Disentanglement, Control, and Generative Quality: Quantitative Assessment
Although several metrics have emerged to characterize quality and diversity in gener-
ative models, we use FID [15] as our primary measure of distance between the two
distributions, which is computed as:
FID = ‖µr − µg‖2 + Tr(Σr +Σg − 2(ΣrΣg)0.5) (18)
where ‖·‖2 and Tr(·) denote theL2 norm and the trace, respectively, and the assumption
is made that Xr ∼ N (µr, Σr), i.e., a normal distribution (with mean-vector µr and
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covariance matrix Σr) for the activations from the Inception v3 pool layer for real
examples, and likewise Xg ∼ N (µg, Σg) for generated examples.
FID is reported for each of the architectural variants, and both datasets, as shown in
Table 1. Additionally comparisons are shown in the last rows and all but COCO-GAN
are taken from [29], where the training scheme is different; that study used a smaller
architecture and a 64× 64 resolution version of CelebA. For COCO-GAN, [25] used a
larger model along with a different resolution of CelebA. All three models are on par
with each other in terms of pure visual quality.
In order to characterize the ability of the algorithms to control individual known
image attributes of generated images, we also utilize the mutual information gap (MIG)
[8] for CelebA. Stanford Cars did not have ground truth attributes associated with it.
Mutual Information Gap: As we have ground truth attribute labels for CelebA describ-
ing various semantic attributes {Vk}Kk=1, where K is the number of ground truth at-
tributes, we can use those directly in a supervised fashion to estimate the mutual in-
formation between each Vk and each Ci, i = 1, . . . , L, as described by the auxiliary
network Q. Consequently, we estimate
I(Vk;Ci) = EVk,C′i∼Q(Ci|Vk)
log ∑
x˜∈XVk
Q(C ′i|x˜)p(x˜|Vk)
+H(Ci) (19)
over k and i, where Xvk is the set of images that correspond to having the label vk. As
the overall conditional probability p(x˜|vk) is unknown, we assume a uniform distribu-
tion over all x˜ that have vk as a label. The MIG is then
MIG =
1
K
K∑
k=1
1
H(Vk)
(
I(Vk;Ci(k))− max
i 6=i(k)
I(Vk;Ci)
)
(20)
where i(k) = argmaxiI(Vk;Ci) is the index over the latent factors Ci that selects the
Ci with the maximum mutual information with respect to the given ground truth at-
tribute. Consequently, the MIG is the normalized difference between the maximum and
second largest mutual information. For CelebA, the set of attributes {Vk} consists of 40
attributes, including binary variables for smiling, attractiveness, etc.
There are two consequences of using this measure: (1) a larger value indicates that
the information about a ground truth attribute is concentrated in a single latent factor
which aligns with the goals of disentanglement and (2) a small value does not neces-
sarily indicate that our model does not successfully disentangle but that the semantic
attributes it discovers may not align with any of the ground truth semantic attributes.
Consequently, we also include the maximum mutual information to indicate if this is
occurring. In Table 2, we see that InfoStyleGAN for CelebA does improve upon disen-
tanglement compared to InfoGAN.
5.4 Disentanglement, Control, and Generative Quality: Qualitative Assessment
Figures 2a and 2b display example attribute control for the proposed architecture for
CelebA. Similar to the original results for InfoGAN, we see variables corresponding
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Table 2: Faculty for attribute control and disentanglement: For CelebA, we use Mutual Informa-
tion Gap (MIG, Equation (13)) on the ground truth binary labels of CelebA using the auxiliary
network. Unlike the various autoencoder architectures, we do not necessarily expect that the se-
mantic attributes learnt will be all-inclusive; so we include the maximum mutual information
(third column) over each ground truth attribute and Ci pair to see if any are actually signifi-
cant. We do see an improvement in disentanglement using architectures with mutual information
loss, whereas InfoStyleGAN-Discrete discovers semantic attributes that are not aligned with the
ground truth attributes. Consequently, for the discrete-only architecture, the MIG measure is in-
conclusive.
Models MIG maxk,i I(Vk;Ci)
InfoGAN 2.4e-2 4.9e-2
InfoStyleGAN 3.4e-2 5.9e-2
InfoStyleGAN-Discrete 1.2e-4 3.0e-4
to emotion and head position; however these correspond to a continuous variable here
rather than a categorical variable and exhibit in our case a greater magnitude of con-
trol. Surprisingly, the image fourth from the right in Figure 2a appears to also control
the glare of the glasses as the head is tilted up. Although some entanglement is still
seen, such as the example on the left side of Figure 2a, where the faces become more
masculine as the orientation increases, or the third from the right on Figure 2b which
has glasses appear through increasing the smile. However, across all source images, the
effect the attribute control is always very consistent in nature.
In contrast, for InfoGAN, we see comparatively more entanglement across the var-
ious source images. For example, the far left image of Figure 2c has its hair color,
gender, and smile all affected, whereas the third from the left has its hair color, head
orientation, and smile affected, without affecting the gender. Moreover, as Figures 2c
and 2d both use the same latent factors for ablation, we see that the image on the far left
in both figures exhibits a similar transformation, despite the control being done on two
different variables of C. Consequently, these controls on the tuned baseline do not show
a consistent effect like those on InfoStyleGAN. The continuous variables in both cases
exhibited the most interesting factors, whereas the Bernoulli or categorical variables
primarily affected the pose.
5.5 Anomaly Detection: Quantitative Assessment
Tables 3 and 4 report comparisons between the various different variants of our pipeline
for anomaly detection on CelebA and Stanford Cars respectively. We weigh ROC AUC
most heavily, though accuracy and F1 score are closely correlated.
For CelebA in Table 3, we see that the Q network representations performs the
worst, followed by the convolutional representations, and that the dense representations
are the best However, the generative models perform on par overall with the discrimi-
native methods, performing better than Deep InfoMax and worse than Inception V3.
For Stanford Cars in Table 4, we also note that the dense representations perform
best, while all other representations perform significantly worse. Given the failure of the
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(a) InfoStyleGAN: Continuous variable con-
trolling of head orientation (azimuth).
(b) InfoStyleGAN: Continuous variable con-
trolling smiling and hair color.
(c) InfoGAN: Continuous variable controlling
gender and smile.
(d) InfoGAN: Continuous variable controlling
hair style.
Fig. 2: Effects of control and disentanglement by InfoGAN and InfoStyleGAN on CelebA.
Table 3: Table describing ROC AUC, overall accuracy, and F1 score for each method tested on
CelebA dataset with confidence intervals in brackets. The first entry in each method is the network
used to get the representation, the second entry for generative methods is the representation used,
and the last is the anomaly detection method. The second column is the abbreviation for each
method, taking the first letter from each field. Inliers are male celebrities, and outliers are female
celebrities.
Method ROC AUC Accuracy F1 Score
InfoStyleGAN→ Q→ OCSVM IQO 0.567 [0.559, 0.576] 54.47 % [53.74%, 55.19%] 0.524
InfoStyleGAN→ Q→ LOF IQL 0.567 [0.559, 0.576] 52.47 % [51.74%, 53.20%] 0.244
InfoStyleGAN→ Conv→ OCSVM ICO 0.593 [0.585, 0.601] 58.09 % [57.37%, 58.81%] 0.632
InfoStyleGAN→ Conv→LOF ICL 0.600 [0.592, 0.608] 52.12 % [51.39%, 52.85%] 0.329
InfoStyleGAN→ Dense→ OCSVM IDO 0.607 [0.599, 0.615] 58.83 % [58.11%, 59.55%] 0.643
InfoStyleGAN→ Dense→ LOF IDL 0.608 [0.600, 0.617] 54.24 % [53.52%, 54.97%] 0.392
Inception V3→ OCSVM IO 0.629 [0.621, 0.638] 59.24 % [58.52%, 59.96%] 0.704
Inception V3→ LOF IL 0.629 [0.621, 0.637] 60.96 % [60.25%, 61.67%] 0.661
Deep InfoMax→ OCSVM DO 0.604 [0.595, 0.612] 51.78 % [51.05%, 52.51%] 0.675
Deep InfoMax→ LOF DL 0.603 [0.595, 0.611] 57.17 % [56.44%, 57.89%] 0.696
Q network to optimize for its lower bound, the performance of the Q representations is
somewhat expected, though not for the other two representations. One possible reason
for this disparity can be deduced from Figure 5 (discussed below) since large and small
vehicles appear similar locally, and the global structure of the dense representation helps
to discern the two classes. Interestingly, the generative approach actually does overtake
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Table 4: Table describing ROC AUC, overall accuracy, and F1 score for each method tested on
the Stanford Cars dataset with confidence intervals in brackets. Inliers are small vehicles such as
sedans and compacts, and outliers are large vehicles such as trucks and vans.
Method ROC AUC Accuracy F1 Score
InfoStyleGAN→ Q→ OCSVM IQO 0.326 [0.293, 0.359] 39.10 % [36.08%, 42.12%] 0.206
InfoStyleGAN→ Q→ LOF IQL 0.346 [0.312, 0.380] 44.50 % [41.42%, 47.58%] 0.031
InfoStyleGAN→ Conv→ OCSVM ICO 0.379 [0.345, 0.414] 42.60 % [39.54%, 45.66%] 0.305
InfoStyleGAN→ Conv→LOF ICL 0.460 [0.424, 0.496] 48.70 % [45.60%, 51.80%] 0.111
InfoStyleGAN→ Dense→ OCSVM IDO 0.809 [0.782, 0.836] 71.70 % [68.91%, 74.49%] 0.748
InfoStyleGAN→ Dense→ LOF IDL 0.867 [0.845, 0.890] 77.50 % [74.91%, 80.09%] 0.742
Inception V3→ OCSVM IO 0.807 [0.780, 0.834] 74.40 % [71.70%, 77.10%] 0.767
Inception V3→ LOF IL 0.707 [0.675, 0.739] 52.70 % [49.61%, 55.79%] 0.218
Deep InfoMax→ OCSVM DO 0.577 [0.542, 0.613] 55.80 % [52.72%, 58.88%] 0.546
Deep InfoMax→ LOF DL 0.569 [0.533, 0.604] 52.40 % [49.30%, 55.50%] 0.244
both discriminative approaches here, which also uses a more global representation of
the image.
Finally, we also plot the ROC curves for each dataset in Figures 3a and 3b. For
Stanford Cars, we see that improvements in AUC are distributed evenly throughout the
curve. However, for CelebA, we see that we do not get any actual improvement in the
true positive rate between different methods without increasing the false positive rate
significantly. This may be due to how gender is characterized by finer details, such as
makeup or facial structure, which may be treated as invariants by only training on the
inliers.
(a) CelebA: Table 3. (b) Stanford Cars: Table 4.
Fig. 3: Plots of ROC curves for each dataset used. Dashed lines are methods using OCSVM,
while solid lines use LOF.
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5.6 Anomaly Detection: Qualitative Assessment
Finally, we show in Figures 4 and 5 a confusion matrix containing example images for
our anomaly detector for CelebA and Stanford Cars respectively. Each figure is split
into four quadrants, with the columns denoting the predictions by the model and rows
denoting the true status of the image.
6 Discussion
6.1 Control
Visual inspection of our results demonstrates control of semantic variables as well as a
good degree of disentanglement for our proposed full fledged model for CelebA. In par-
ticular: we found on par FID, i.e., 9.90 for InfoStyleGAN when compared to the ablated
baselines (i.e., 9.91 for InfoGAN), while InfoGAN did not perform as well with regard
to disentanglement (i.e., MIG=3.4e-2 for InfoStyleGAN, compared to MIG=2.4e-2 for
InfoStyleGAN). FID was worse for other state of the art algorithms that did not at-
tempt to disentangle, except for COCO-GAN, which uses a much bigger model, so the
comparison is not really apple-to-apple.
In general, comparing InfoGAN to our method InfoStyleGAN, we see that Info-
GAN does not have the same level of control as InfoStyleGAN likely due to these archi-
tectural differences despite having a comparable distance to the real distribution. From
the purported benefits of StyleGAN, this disentanglement on the semantic variables is
consistent with increased disentanglement of the overall latent space. Also interesting
is that the overall distance from the real distribution is similar for StyleGAN, InfoGAN,
and InfoStyleGAN. As the FID comprises of two terms, one measuring the distance
between the two means and the other measuring the distance between the covariances.
As the mutual information maximization increases the entropy of the generated images,
then presumably the info-methods are closer in terms of diversity rather than closer in
terms of the average, especially given that the generators still have to generate all com-
binations of semantic attributes and still maintain the image’s realism. These generators
may not be able to infer from the training dataset how to combine these factors in a
realistic way.
Of note, during our experiments we observed that CelebA did not have Linfo fully
maximized, which explains why some entanglement is still observable in some of the
images. Consequently an avenue of future work is to address this issue by trying to
explicitly minimize total correlation in the loss function along with attempting different
methods for the maximization of mutual information such as those found in [32].
In terms of Stanford Cars, the best lower bound of the mutual information it could
achieve was roughly 0.1. One possibility for this performance may be that due to the
dataset having significantly less data compared to CelebA, the generator does not know
how to combine potential attributes in a realistic way, so it focuses more on maintaining
its realism rather than optimizing for the mutual information, which may also relate to
its performance in anomaly detection.
In aggregate, we find that the proposed approach gave promising results for con-
trol and discovery of semantic attributes. Our findings that sometimes one latent fac-
tor appeared to influence jointly two different attributes is consistent with our lemma
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explaining that it is the control objective (via mutual information maximization) that
encourages disentanglement (via total correlation minimization). Indeed since mutual
information maximization is achieved via maximization of a lower bound on mutual
information, if this bound is not tight, then minimization of total correlation down to
zero may not be achieved (in the case of discrete variables) which explains residual
correlation between factors.
We believe that the discovery of latent factors that control semantic attributes has
other potential applications for AI tasks such as debiasing in healthcare. It allows the
discovery of factors of variations that can be the basis for a sensitivity analysis that
can help address issues of bias in AI. These can be of importance for healthcare appli-
cations where phenotype discovery and sensitivity analysis of AI with regard to these
phenotype is of interest. Fundamentally it is complementary to methods that address di-
rect classification of image semantic attributes when those attributes are known a priori.
When attributes and phenotypes are not known, the problem is much more arduous and
our method can help address this issue.
6.2 Anomaly Detection
From the above results in the experiment section with regard to anomaly detection, we
remark that anomaly detection based on representation learning from these generative
models provides encouraging results. We view ROC AUC as our primary metric for
comparison, though Accuracy and F1 Score are also both correlated with ROC AUC.
In general, CelebA was a difficult dataset for all methods, with the best overall,
Inception V3, only achieving an AUC of 0.629. From the off diagonals of Figure 4,
one possible reason for this could be that the most apparent features of gender could
actually apply to both inliers and outliers. As an example, take the top rightmost image
in the predicted outlier/actual inlier and the bottom leftmost image in the predicted
inlier/actual outlier. Ignoring the hat, both have thick eyebrows and darkened eyes, with
the women having slightly redder lips and a slightly different facial structure.
For Stanford Cars, the generative models actually improve on the discriminative
methods, which is fairly surprising given that large vehicles and small vehicles are
actually contained in several separate categories in ImageNet. One possible reason is
that of domain shift, given some of the images in Figure 5 are heavily zoomed in,
making distinguishing between small and large vehicles difficult from purely the size
and forcing features to focus on areas such as the grill and body shape. Similar reasons
possibly explain why the dense/global representation performs so much better than the
other representations.
7 Conclusion
This study is concerned with generative models that address the joint objectives of high
resolution, quality, diversity, but also disentanglement, as well as the goal of perform-
ing anomaly detection using representation from this model. We describe a method that
uses multiscale generative models and maximize mutual information (so called InfoS-
tyleGAN) and achieve those joint goals – as evaluated both quantitatively and qualita-
tively. Results show that our method is competitive in two datasets in terms of anomaly
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Fig. 4: A confusion matrix, with each column denoting the predictions and each row the ground
truth, of the anomaly detector using the dense representation of InfoStyleGAN with OCSVM on
CelebA.
detections compared with models trained on significantly larger datasets with multiple
diverse classes, giving promising new directions to continue research into generative
anomaly detection methods.
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Fig. 5: A confusion matrix, with each column denoting the predictions and each row the ground
truth, of the anomaly detector using the dense representation of InfoStyleGAN with OCSVM on
Stanford Cars.
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